INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to present a stabilization technique for solving convection dominated convection/diffusion/reaction équations. The stability on the convection derivative is obtained by introducing an artificial diffusion based on a hierarchical décomposition of the approximation space. The method is proved to have the same stability and convergence properties as those of the streamline diffusion method of BrooksHughes [8] . The reader is referred to Johnson-Nâvert-Pitkâranta [20] for a thorough convergence and stability analysis of the streamline diffusion method.
We consider in Q C M d the following convection/diffusion/reaction équation au + /?-V u -eAu = ƒ, (1.1) classical Galerkin frame work provided some suitably shaped bubble functions are added to the approximation spaces. Furthermore, it is proved in [4] that there always exists a set of internai bubble functions that reproduce the effects of Galerkin Least Square techniques; the exact shape of the bubble functions, though, is in gênerai unknown. This idea, however, makes clear that the stabilization of convection dominâted équations is linked to the smallest scales of the approximation space, and that the small scales in question may adequately be modeled by bubble functions. Some authors have considered the practical possibility of stabilizing convection dominated équations by means of bubble functions and subgrid scales; see for instance [19] or [15] . In parallel to the efforts of applied mathematicians to stabilize convection équations, the idea of modeling subgrid scales to avoid unrealistic numerical wiggles has been explored in the Computational Fluid Dynamics community for some times. One tenet of some researchers in this field is that numerical wiggles are due to an "energy accumulation" at the smallest scales of the grid. In other words, since in gênerai the smallest scales of the grid are not fine enough for the viscous dissipation to be effective (i.e. \\p\\Ax/e ^> 1), the flow produces small scales that accumulate at the finest grid scale. This problem is linked by some authors to turbulence and the energy cascade of Kolmogorov. Since, due to limited computer resources, the dissipation scales are generally out of reach, the "energy accumulation" is usually avoided by introducing some artificial dissipation mechanism. These techniques are usually referred to as subgrid eddy viscosity models. Many models of this type have been proposed, and most of them stem from that of Smagorinsky [26] , or are closely related to the nonlinear viscosity models of Ladyzhenskaya [21] . The most sophisticated techniques consist in determining dynamically the constants involved in the dissipation models as in [16] . The dynamic control of the constants is generally based on the notion of scale séparation; that is, it is assumed that there exists large scales and small scales, the information being transferred from the fine mesh to the coarse one by means of a filter. All these concepts are in gênerai heuristic and, to the authors knowledge, there exists no proof of stability or convergence based on dynamical models.
The idea of scale séparation has been rigorously exploited by the Nonlinear Galerkin Method developed by Foias-Manley-Temam [13] and implemented within the finite element framework by Marion-Temam [22] . The reader is also referred to [1] for a two-grid implementation of the NLGM and a novel interprétation of NLGM as a two-level postprocessing of the Galerkin method by Garcia-Archilla-Novo Titi [28] . The algorithm coiibibfcs in splitting the unknown into coarse and small scales and in simplifying the dynamics of the small scales. Some of the ideas and notations of the present paper have their roots in the Nonlinear Galerkin method; though, the scope of the present work is less ambitious than NGLM for it is rest r iet ed to linear scalar hyperbolic équations.
The objective of this paper is to present a stabilization technique that is based on the principles shared by all the methods referred to above; namely: Galerkin approximation, scale séparation, and artificial dissipation of small scales. The content of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introducé the basic ideas of the method; in particular, we give rationales for introducing scale séparation and we propose a dissipation mechanism. In Section 3 we build an abstract theory and we prove quasi-optimal convergence resuit s on a scalar linear hyperbolic équation. We also prove super convergence resuit s on special meshes. We show in Sections 4 and 5, by giving admissible examples, that the abstract framework developed in Section 3 is not void. The last section in dévot ed to some concluding remarks.
POSITION OF THE PROBLEM

P reliminaries
Let H be an open bounded connected subset of R d . The boundary of iï is assumed to be pieeewise C 1 ; the outward normal on F is denoted by n. Let (3 be a vector field in C l (Ù) d . To give a weak sensé to derivatives of type /?-V u, we introducé the vector space
and we define the semi-norm \v\i t p = ||/?V?;||o-H(p\Q) is a Hubert space when equipped with the norm \\v\\u = (||t;|| § -f ||/3Vu|| §) 1/2 . Furthermore, let us define
It is well known that functions of H(ft ft) have traces on T~ and T+ in Lf oc (T~] \f3-n\) and L 2 oc (r+;/3-n) respectively. Furthermore, it can be shown that
is a closed subspace of H(ft ft); see e.g. [5] or Chap. XXI in [12] for more details.
A model problem
To avoid unnecessary calculations and to pinpoint the most important arguments, we shall consider hereafter the following problem: for ƒ e L 2 (ft), find u £ Ho(ft ft) so that
The function a(x) is in L°°(ft) and we set a± = ||öi|o,oo-The viscous diffusion term is not considered for it would not contribute significantly to the present analysis but would rather blur it. All that is said afterwards can be extended to take into account the viscous diffusion (see [18] ).
To simplify the notations, we dénote by A : Ho(ft fl) -> L 2 (Q) the operator so that Av = av -f /3V v for all v in Ho(ft } fl), and we introducé the bilinear form a :
JQ
Jn Jn
The weak formulation of problem (2.4) consists in
Find u in HQ(P: ÇÏ) SO that, (2.6) a(« ) 0) = / n /0 ) V^EL 2 (ÎÎ). Now, we make the two following assumptions:
is an isomorphism. (H2) a is positive. Given Banach's closed range theorem, the hypothesis (Hl) is equivalent to assuming that there is 7 > 0 so that
It is hereafter understood that quantities like sup^ ^(x)/||x|| or inf^ 0(x)/||x||, where x spans a normed space, assume x ^ 0.
Remark 2.1. The hypothesis (Hl) holds if there is c > 0 so that 2a(x) -(V-/3) > c for a.e. x in ft. If a = 0 and V-/3 = 0, (Hl) holds if (5 is a filling field; that is, for a.e. x in ft there is a backward characteristics starting from x that reaches F~ in finite time. The reader is referred to [3] for other details on this problem.
As an easy conséquence of the hypothesis (Hl), we infer: Remark 2.2. The key idea of the present paper is that a good discrete approximation of problem (2.6) should satisfy the discrete counterpart of (2.7).
The scale séparation
The goal of this section is to give heuristic rationales for scale séparation. Note that problem (2.6) is essentially a Petrov-Galerkin problem; that is, the solution space and the test fonction space are different. Let us dénote by XH &nd Xh internai finit e dimensional approximation spaces of üT 0 (/3; ^) and L 2 (Q) respectively. Prom the standard approximation theory, it is clear that the couple (Xn,Xh) would yield optimal error bounds if dim(X^) = dim(Xn) and if the inf-sup condition (2.7) was uniformly satisfied at the discrete Ie vel; that is, As a resuit, the Galerkin approximation of the problem u\x) = f(x) cannot be optimal. On the other hand, if one chooses Xh = A(XH), one recovers the Least-Square theory, and the discrete inf-sup condition above is satisfied with c = 7. Now let us draw some conclusions. Prom the weak formulation (2.6), we infer that the discrete problem should involve two approximation spaces (Xn,X h ) that should satisfy condition (2.9) to yield stability in the graph norm of A Moreover, the inclusion Ho(P)Çt) C L 2 (fi), implies that XH should be a subspace of XhPurthermore, from the theory developed in [4, 7] , we deduce that if XH is a standard finite element space, then only bubble-like small scale functions are missing for the Galerkin approximation to work properly. As a resuit, we are led to introducé an additional discrete space X^ composed of the missing small scales, which have yet to be clearly identified, so that by setting X h = X H (BXX y (2.11) the couple (XH, Xh) satisfies the inf-sup condition (2.9) uniformly. Another pragmatic argument for introducing the additional space Xff is that since the inf-sup condition is not satisfied uniformly by using XH as solution and test space, a sure way of satisfy ing this condition uniformly is to enlarge the test space. We shall hereaft er refer to X H as the resolved scale space whereas X^ will be referred to as the subgrid scale space. The reason for these names will be made clear at the end of the paper.
A simple dissipation model
In gênerai, the Petrov-Galerkin approximation of (2.6) based on the couple (Xn^Xh) is not very easy to implement since the two spaces are not of the same dimension (there are more équations than unknowns). The Galerkin approximation of (2.6) based on Xh is not realistic too, unless the small scale space X^ is finely tuned according to the Baiocchi et al. theory [4] . The alternative strategy that we propose consists in adopting a Galerkin approximation based on Xh. Thanks to the inf-sup condition (2.9) we shall be able to control the résolve scales of the solution, but to control its subgrid scales we introducé an artificial diffusion mechanism as follows:
12)
Jn where uff is the subgrid scale of the approximate solution, v^ is the subgrid scale of the test function, and Cdiff is a small coefficient yet to be defined. Now we have the two ingrédients that are necessary for building our Galerkin approximation: a séparation of scales and an artificial dissipation mechanism that acts only on the smallest scales of the grid. It is the purpose of the next section to formalize these ideas and to prove that they yield satisfactory stability and convergence properties.
THE DISCRETE SETTING
The abstract framework
To build a discrete approximation of u, we introducé XH and Xh, two flnite dimensional subspaces of HQ(P; fi). The indices H and h dénote two positive parameters tending to zero.
We assume also that XH has the following approximation property: there is k > 1 and c > 0 so that, for all From now on, c dénotes a generic constant that does not depend on (H, h) and the value of which may change on different occurrences. The couple {XH^XH) is assumed to satisfy the following discrete inf-sup condition:
Furthermore, we assume that XH C Xh, and there is a linear operator PH : Xh -• XH that is stable with respect to the L 2 norm:
For further références, we dénote X^ = ( 
The discrete problem
Now we introducé the bilinear form associated with the artificial viscous dissipation. Let bh '• X^ x satisfying the following continuity and coercivity properties: there are c& > 0 and CB > 0 so that Note that many choices for bh are possible in principle. In particular, the following two choices are admissible
The discrete problem we consider hereafter is
Find un in Xh so that (3.9)
Owing to the coercivity property of bh and condition (3.2), this problem has a unique solution. This formulation can be seen as the mathematical counterpart of the heuristic principle of dynamical subgrid modelling which consists in damping only the small scales.
Error analysis
The main convergence resuit of this paper is: The function rjh is the interpolation error, whereas e^ is the approximation error. Note that we have u -UhVh + e h .
The équation that controls eh is obtained by subtracting (3.9) to (2.6):
Vv h eX h , a(e h ,v h ) ~b h (u^,v^) = -a(r) h ,v h ).
Since XH is invariant by the project ion PJJ and PH is linear, we infer u% = u hÃ s a resuit, the équation that controls e^ can be recast int o the form
By taking e^ as test function and by using the coercivity property (3.6) we obtain
where The desired bounds follow readily. D Remark 3.2. The above convergence resuit is identical to the one that can be obtained when approximating (2.6) by means of the Streamline Diffusion technique (see [20] ).
Remark 3.3. Note that if the bilinear form bh is built on the streamline diffusion model, then the present stabilization technique does not introducé artificial cross-wind diffusion. However, the above convergence resuit also implies that the isotropic diffusion model can be used without loss of convergence. This model may be helpful to avoid cross-wind oscillations that can appear when approximating very stiff problems.
Superconvergence results
As noted in [29] , superconvergence is often observed when using the Streamline Diffusion technique to solve (2.6). It is shown in [29] that this surprising effect is the conséquence of using special structured meshes. It is the purpose of this section to show that the analysis of [29] can be extended to the present sub-grid modeling technique.
Let us introducé a new définition: For all v in H((3] Q) we define the following mesh-dependent semi-norm.
\ v y fith= sup w h ex h
Now, we assume that there are c and s independent of (ü, /i), 0 < s < Owing to the approximation property (3.1) of /#, this inequality holds obviously true for s = 0. If X H is a finite element based approximation space and provided the finite element grid satisfies some restrictive conditions, (3.15) can be proved to hold with s > 0 by using techniques similar to those of Zhou [29] . The reader is referred to [23j29] for more details on the conditions that the grid must satisfy. 
Criteria for checking the weak inf-sup condition
A classical criterion for verifying that an inf-sup-type condition is satisfied is as follows (cf. e.g. [14] or [17] The desired inequality follows easily. D We finish this section by giving a perturbation lesult that will prove useful in the following: 
Proof Let TXH be a function in XH- Let us define
Note that C(T) does not depend on (H,h).
Since the couple {VH^H) spans a finite dimensional vector space, a compacity argument implies that the supremum is reached for some (WH^W^). Since WH and wff are linearly independent, we infer that J^WHW^ < ||^i/|| 0 TH^^HO f ' as a conséquence, we have
C(f)
Furthermore, by using the relation J TH V H V% = ^^^ h^nv^, we infer
Since C(T) < 1, the stability of the operator PH : Vh '-• VH follows readily.
• Remark 4-1. The arguments developed above can be extended to nonaffine mappings and more gênerai finite éléments by using more sophisticated compacity arguments.
Pi interpolation + Bubble
It is shown in Brezzi et ai [7] that the Pi Galerkin technique is equivalent to a Galerkin Least Square approximation provided bubble functions are added to the Pi finite element space and j3 is piecewise constant. The purpose of this section is to shed new light on this result and to prove that, for quite gênerai vector fields ƒ?, it is possible to build a Pi-based couple (1^,1^) that satisfies all the conditions introduced in Section 3.
We define XH as follows
Let ^ be a bubble function defined on the référence simplex T; more precisely, we introducé I/J G HQ(T) with 0 < *ip < 1. Bubble functions have been introduced initially to build stable approximations of the Stokes équations {cf. e.g. [2, 9] We finish this section by showing in Figure 1 two possible représentations of the small-scale space X^ .
Two-level Pi interpolation in 2D
For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this section that the space is two-dimensional. The purpose of this section is to build a two-level Pi setting that satisfies the hypotheses of Section 3.
As in the previous section, we define the resolved scale space XH as follows Proof. The proof is somewhat technical and is reported in [6] . D A représentation of the two finite éléments on which the resolved scale space XH and the subgrid scale space Xfj 1 are built is given in Figure 2 .
P2 interpolation + Bubbles
Let XH be the P2 finite element space (conformai in H
(Q)C]HQ(/3;
ft)) associated with the triangulation TH'
Let 0i,... , 4>d+i be the nodal basis of the Pi Lagrange polynomials associated with ai,... , â^+i respectively. We dénote </> ti H = 4>Î{FH) for 1 < % < d + 1. Let ^1,... , ^d+i be a family ad + 1 linearly independent, real-valued functions in H^(f). We dénote ^i th = i>i(F H ) for 1 < i < d + 1. Let ö x ,... ,Ö fcH a basis of F 2 (f). Since ^i,... , ^d+i are in HQ(T), the family öi,... , 9k H ,i)\,... , ^d+i is necessarily linearly independent. We set
Now, by setting Xh = -X"i? 0 ^^, we obtain a scale décomposition that is L 2 stable owing to Proposition 4.1. To guarantee that a discrete inf-sup condition holds, we need to enforce additional hypotheses on the small scale functions-Let ai,... , àd+i be the nodes of the référence simplex T. We dénote by Rij the symmetry of T such that R %3 (a % ) = â 3 and R l3 (âi) = ai if l the following symmetry properties * NOW, we assume that the fonctions ($ t ) l=1) t d+i satisfy Proof For the flrst equality we proceed as foilows: Let Dd be the determinant of A\ by developing the determinant with respect to one row, one obtains the following récurrence relation Dd -pDd-i -dq 2 (p -g)^" 1 , from which we deduce by induction Dd = (p -ç) d (p -dq). Owing to the hypothesis (4.18), p / q\ hence, Dd is not zero. As a resuit, the matrix A is invertible.
Let v be in L 2 (fi), TH be a simplex of 7^, and (ci (T^, v) ,... , c^-fI(TH, V)) be the solution to the following linear system
Since J TH ^i.H^j.h is equal to (meas(Tff)/meas(T))>li : ,-, and A is invertible, the system above is invertible. Let us define the following linear operator lih -L
(fi) -> X&'-
T H 3=1
Let us show that 11^ is L 2 (Q) stable. Since the mapping FH is affine, it is clear that (ci(T//, v),,.. , is also solution to~l
Jf Jf
As a resuit, there is c, depending only on f and the référence basis, so that
Hence, by introducing the notation c^ = J^^|/meas(T), we have As in Section 4.4, we assume that the space is two-dimensional. We build in this section a two-level F2 setting that satisfies the hypotheses of Section 3.
The resolved scale space XH is defined as in the previous section as follows Figure 4 a représentation of the two finite éléments on which X H and X^ are built.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Example l
To illustrate the method, we apply it to the following 2D problem: where u = COS(2TTX) cos(87ry) is the exact solution. We use Pi interpolation for the resolved scale space Xn. We make tests with the Pi/bubble framework described in Section 4.3 and with the two-level Pi framework described in Section 4.4. The artificial viscosity is introduced by means of the bilinear form
= E
T h er h
L
In Figure 5 , we have plotted the mesh used for the Pi/bubble stabilization (top left) and the mesh used for the two-level Pi stabilization (bottom left). In the first case there are 932 éléments and 507 Pi nodes; in the second case there are 952 éléments and 517 nodes. In both cases the mesh size h is of order 1/20. In Figure 5 , we have also reported the isovalues of the stabilized Pi/bubble solution (top center); the isovalues of the Pi interpolate of the solution (top right); the isovalues of the stabilized two-level Pi solution (bottom center); the isovalues of the Galerkin solution on the first mesh (the result is equally bad on both meshes) (bottom right). The superiority of the proposed method on the pure Galerkin technique is clear. Note also that the method is very simple to implement since it only consists in adding the perturbation term bh(u^\vf^) to the Standard Galerkin approximation. Note also that the linear system associated with the Galerkin solution is so badly conditioned that it is almost impossible to invert it with a preconditioned GMRES algorithm. The only way we found to invert this system is to add a small regularizing term so that the équation we actually solve is O.Olu + d y u -ƒ. The stabilized solutions do not need this regularizing term, for the associated linear Systems behave very well.
Example 2
To further illustrate the method, we apply it to the following 2D problem:
where u = |(tanh(^~e°' 5 ) + 1) is the exact solution with e = 0.04. The two-level mesh that we use is composed of 952 éléments and 517 nodes and the mesh size h is of order 1/20. This mesh is depicted in Figure 6 (left). A 3D rendering of the Galerkin solution for Pi interpolation and P 2 interpolation is plotted in Figure 6 (center and right). Spurious numerical wiggles are clearly apparent on both solutions, the worst case being the Pi solution.
The stabilized solution is calculated by means of the two-level Pi and two-level P2 interpolation frameworks described in Sections 4.4 and 4.6. The artificial viscosity is the same as in the previous section. The results are reported in Figure 7 . The projection on plane y ~ 0 of the Pi and P2 interpolâtes of the exact solution is plotted on the left of the figure; the projection on plane y = 0 of the two-level Pi and P2 subgrid viscosity solution is plotted in the center; the projection on plane y = 0 of the Galerkin Pi and P 2 solution is plotted on the right. The capabilities of the subgrid viscosity method described in this paper are clearly demonstrated on this example.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A subgrid modeling method for stabilizing Galerkin approximations of transport équations have been presented. The technique is based on a two-level décomposition of the approximation space. The stability on the convection derivative is obtained by introducing an artificial diffusion of the small scales. Stability and convergence properties similar to that of the streamline diffusion method have been proved. In some sense, the present work is a (very) small step towards the theoretical justification of some dynamical subgrid models that are popular in CFD. Of course the present method can be put within the genera! framework of residual-based If Xfr is composed of bubble functions, this problem is very simple to solve since it amounts to solving on each simplex TH a linear system of dimension kh, where recall that kh is the number of small-scale space basis functions on T. However, for two-level approximations, the support of the subgrid functions interact; as a resuit, (6.1) cannot be be solved easily in practice. Though, theoretically we infer that UH is solution to the following problem: Hence, the method that we propose theoretically amounts to stabilizing the Galerkin method by adding a term that is proportional to the residual of the équation, namely ƒ -AUH • That this condensed form of the problem is more practical in terms of programming effort than (3.9) for quite gênerai problems is not clear. Though, from the author's expérience, this is not true for the two-level approximations presented in this paper. The proof of convergence given in the present paper assume that the grid is quasi-uniform since uniform inverse inequalities are used. This hypothesis can be weakened by using the local meshsize in the définition of the artificial diffusion bilinear form bh-This question together with some generalizations of the present technique to the approximation of non coercive bilinear forms in gênerai Hubert spaces will be treated in a forthcoming paper.
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